This week's Tefilla Notebook is sponsored by
David & Michele Silver in memory of David’s father,
Gerald Silver, Yaacov ben Shmuel David z”l, whose
yahrtzeit is on 11th of Cheshvan

10 Cheshvan • Parshat Lech Lecha

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15
CANDLELIGHTING 6:00pm
FRIDAY NIGHT SERVICES 6:05pm
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
GEMARA SHIUR 8:30AM
SHACHARIT 9:15AM
MINCHA 6:10PM
MAARIV: 7:00PM
SHABBAT ENDS: 7:02PM

Shacharit
Sunday

Mincha/Maariv

8:00am

6:00pm

Mon-Thurs 7:00am

6:00pm

Friday

5:55pm

7:00am

WELCOME

Nadav Haddad and Bar Reuven,
reserve officers from Unit 669

They will speak at the Kiddush,
following services.
Unit 669 is the IDF's primary
rescue unit. The mandate of
the unit is to rescue downed pilots
and execute airborne medical
evacuation of critical casualties.

Thank You
Avi & Penina Nagar for sponsoring
kiddush in appreciation to the
YINBH Community for being so
warm and welcoming during their
time in Beverly Hills.

Mazal Tov
Avi & Sarah Matanky
on the birth of a baby boy!
Mazal Tov to grandparents
Hillel & Ruthie Kellerman and
Rabbi Leonard & Margaret
Matanky.
Mazal Tov to Great
Grandmothers Vicky Praw and
Sylvia Kellerman

October 15-16, 2021

Dear Members & Friends,
Devaki Raj is the CEO and co-founder of CrowdAI, an artificial-intelligence startup
that “enables anyone to create high quality solutions to analyze imagery and video.”
Educated at Oxford University, Raj is in her late twenties and began her career at
Google Maps before co-founding CrowdAI. TechCrunch considers the startup a
“company to watch,” and Forbes named Raj as one of if its “30 under 30” in the
science category in 2019. Earlier this week Raj sat for an interview with Aileen Black
at Federal News Network to talk about the challenges of leadership in the startup sector.
Raj’s parents are both academics who “greatly influenced her leadership style” by giving her “the
confidence to speak up,” she told Black. But it wasn’t enough. As a CEO she learnt that if she
wanted to elevate her team, and gain their respect and loyalty, the best thing she could do was
to “learn from everyone around you.” When everyone feels valued – so that even the CEO is
learning from them – it creates an unbeatable dynamic, producing a solid platform for growth
and success.
Writing for Forbes in 2016, another young entrepreneur, Samantha Harrington, wrote that
“learning from everyone around me – from my teammate to my competitor to the random
person I bumped into in the coffee shop this morning – is something I find increasingly valuable.”
All the important lessons of life are learned from the wide variety of people one encounters, and,
as Harrington explained, she “learned how to be an entrepreneur through the stories of mentors’
successes and failures [and] how to run my company through conversations with small business
owners about how they work and by listening to how a former boss learned how to be a good
manager.” There is no one you meet who does not have something to teach you; our task is
simply to be open to learning from them when we meet them.
The late Rabbi Dr. Abraham J. Twerski, who passed away earlier this year at the age of 90, was
the author of over 90 books on a range of topics, from Torah, to Jewish ethics, to advice for
addicts, and self-help. In his book on the Torah portions, Twerski on Chumash, he cites a story he
heard each year from his father during the week they read Parshat Lech Lecha. His father, Rabbi
Jacob Israel Twerski (1899-1973), emanated from a family of Hasidic greats, most notably the
Chernobyl Hasidic dynasty – and he was particularly fond of telling stories about Hasidic masters.
This one was about Rabbi Meir, the Rebbe of Przemyslany (1783-1850), whose exemplary piety
and compassion meant that he was revered as one of the premier Hasidic leaders of his
generation.
Rabbi Meir maintained a particularly close friendship with the chief rabbi of Brody, Rabbi Shlomo
Kluger (1785-1869). Temperamentally these two rabbis could not have been more different.
While Rabbi Meir was a holy man with a common touch, Rabbi Kluger was a bookish scholar,
whose legal opinions and numerous published works were eagerly sought by his colleagues, for
whom he was an oracle of Jewish law. Once, when Rabbi Meir and Rabbi Kluger met, they ended
up spending several hours together. As he was about to leave, Rabbi Meir turned to Rabbi Kluger,
and quoted a verse from Lech Lecha which describes an interesting meeting between Abraham
and a local chieftain after the mission to rescue Lot from the four kings (Gen. 14:18): ּומַ לְ כִּ י צֶ דֶ ק מֶ לְֶך
 ָׁשלֵם הֹוצִּ יא לֶחֶ ם ָׁו ָׁייִּן וְהּוא כֹהֵ ן לְ קֵ ל עֶ לְ יֹון- ”And King Melchizedek of Salem brought out bread and wine;
he was a priest of God Most High.”
The Talmud (Nedarim 32b) informs us that Melchizedek was Shem, son of Noah, who was
principally known for his role as the dean of an academy devoted to spiritual pursuits and
learning about God. Meanwhile, Abraham was renowned for his extraordinary hospitality and
kindness. “And now,” said Rabbi Meir of Przemyslany, “these two great men of faith finally met
and spent some time together. What did they do while they were with each other? I’ll tell you
what they did. Each one learned something from the other.”
With this revelation, Rabbi Meir offered a novel interpretation of the verse he had cited to
demonstrate the point. The verse begins “King Melchizedek of Salem brought out bread and
wine,” implying that Melchizedek, having spent quality time with Abraham, had fully absorbed
the superlative qualities of his guest’s hospitable nature and become a gracious and generous
host. The verse seems to conclude with a description of Melchizedek, but, according to Rabbi
Meir, it is not Melchizedek who is the subject of this statement, but Abraham: “And he” – meaning
Abraham – “was a priest of God Most High.” Abraham, having spent quality time with
Melchizedek, developed an elevated appreciation for spiritual pursuits and knowing God, and as
a result was able to ascend to new levels that he had never reached before.
The lesson Rabbi Meir wanted to impart with this reading was both simple and pithy. For people
who were wondering how such two very different rabbis could spend so much time together,
the answer was that Rabbi Meir had plenty to learn from Rabbi Kluger, and Rabbi Kluger had
plenty to learn from Rabbi Meir. It was exactly because they were so different, that the
opportunity to learn from each other was so valuable.
Rabbi Twerski concludes his piece by wondering why his father had repeated this story every
year. After all, “he knew I had heard this interpretation several times.” He concludes that the
lesson of learning from everyone you encounter is crucial if you truly want to remain a lifelong
learner and that his father “wished to impress me with the importance of always being teachable,
ready to learn something from every person.” I could not agree more. It is a powerful lesson for us
all.
Wishing you a Shabbat Shalom and a great week ahead, Rabbi Pini Dunner

Sisterhood Corner

YAHRTZEITS

October
Thank you to all who joined us for Book
Group
and contributed to our conversation and
analysis of Reading Ruth!
We look forward announcing our next book
soon!

John Ghatan
Yaakov ben Yahya z”l
Father of
Sheilagh Sadeghi
Yahrtzeit - 10 Cheshvan

Gerald Silver
Yaacov ben Shmuel David z”l
Mark your calendar!
Father of
David Silver
The Shabbat Project
Yahrtzeit - 11 Cheshvan
Friday, October 22nd- Saturday, October 23rd
Visit www.theshabbosproject.org/en/home-2022
For more details!
Save the date!
Join an evening of learning to commemorate
the first Yahrzeit of Rabbi Lord Jonathan
Sacks
Tuesday, October 26th at 6:30pm
More details to follow

Shabbat Shalom,
Cecile & Ruthie
Sisterhood Co-Presidents
SEE FLYER IN LOBBY FOR FULL DETAILS

RSVP AT BEVERLYHILLSSYNAGOGUE.ORG/SACKS

REMINDER:
Pay any outstanding
pledges. Log into your shulcloud
account at
beverlyhillssynagogue.org

Rabbi Dr. Aharon Ben-Tovim

HaRav Aharon ben Shmuel z”l
Father of
Simi Feigen
Yahrtzeit - 11 Cheshvan

Happy
Anniversary

JJ & Wendy
Wallack
Teen Minyan Next Week
Teen Minyan will be taking
place next Shabbat October 23rd on the shul
patio. Teen led minyan
followed by a teen only
kiddush.

Kayleen Javaherian
Zevi Hertz
Lee Samson
Mika Brenner
Liana Weston

Sydney Fogelman
Hillel Laks
Robbie Schaeffer
Michael Halimi
Carl Levin
Jason Bayer
Sheri Schlesinger
Liz Greenspan
Jasmine Elise Azouz

Full archive of classes is available at
www.rabbidunner.com
The recordings are also now available on Apple
iTunes. Search for
“Deeper look at the Parsha”
Please contact the office if you have any
questions or need help to access the classes.

